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SPECIAL FEATURES
Support graphics cards of any length
Support full tower CPU coolers
Support Strider Plus PSUs up to 1000W
Mandatory cable routing design
Ample fan slots for maximum airflow
Cleanly styled aluminum front panel

Redefining performance 
in small form factor computing

SG10



SPECIFICATIONS

Material Aluminum front panel, steel body

Motherboard
Drive Bay

Micro ATX, Mini-DTX, Mini-ITX
Exposed 12.7mm/9.5mm slim optical x 1
Internal 3.5" x 2 * , 2.5” x4*

Cooling System Rear 1 x 120mm 1200rpm 22dBA
Top 180mm Air Penetrator 600/900/1200rpm, 
                17/25/34dBA (backward compatible with 140mm)
Left  1 x 120mm 1200rpm 22dBA 
                (backward compatible with 92mm) 2 x 80/92mm fan slot
Right 80mm fan slot

Expansion Slot 4
Front I/O Port USB 3.0 x 2

audio x 1 
MIC x 1 

Power Supply

Expansion Card

Net Weight

Extra

Dimension

Optional standard PS2 (ATX) up to 180mm*

Compatible up to 13.3” long, width restriction-5.70"

5.8 kg

support two Kensington locks

354mm (D) x 220mm (W) x 295mm (H), 23 liters

* If you intend to utilize all hard drive slots, please remove all unused power supply cables. These unused cables may cause problem 
with the installation. SSDs are highly recommended in place of hard drives.
* Maximum length for PSU is 180mm, we recommend 160mm due to varying connector locations on PSUs and the unique structure 
of SG10. We do not promise that all retail PSUs on the market can be installed in the SG10. Please refer the guides provided in this 
manual to select your PSU.

Model SST-SG10B (black)
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Air Penetrator AP181 
included for superior 
cooling performance

Quiet 120mm fan 
included for rear exhaust

Independent hard drive/SSD 
compartment behind 
motherboard tray

Support full size CPU 
cooler up to 165mm

Four expansion slots 
accommodates top-end 
graphics card up to 13.3” long

Dedicated triple GPU 
fan slots with removable filter

One slim optical drive bay included

Quick access filters to prevent dust buildup

Detachable front PSU fan filter

I/O ports include microphone, 
audio, and two USB 3.0 ports

Aluminum front panel with premium 
styling

Full size ATX (PS2) power supply 
compartment support up to 
180mm

Designed for advanced PC builder
Higher degree of assembly skill recommended



RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

To further increase the appeal of the groundbreaking Sugo SG09, SilverStone engineers crafted a follow-up version in the SG10. The front panel now utilizes a 7mm thick 

aluminum with a fine filter hidden beneath this has tremendously increased its simple and elegant appearance. Designed as the ultimate SFF with only 23liters, the SG10 

retained all of SG09’s features and still able to accommodate standard size components such as ATX power supply, Micro-ATX motherboard, full tower CPU cooler and dual 

13.3” high-end graphic cards. For those looking to challenge their own PC building skills in return for a superbly packaged machine that has uncompromised performance and is 

portable, the Sugo SG10 is the one to get.
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Get a Sugo Pack to 
conveniently take your 
SG10 anywhere you go

Sugo Pack

Silent and quality 1000W PSU 
with 80 PLUS Silver efficiency 
to reduce wasted heat and save 
on electricity

SST-ST1000-P
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Combine PP05 with a compatible 
Strider series PSU for the 
ultimate SFF 
power source

PP05

wer source

Twin tower cooler for 
maximum cooling 
performance

HE01

lectricity
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